
Here are fixes for a lot of the softlocks and issues that have been reported to us. Things 
should be a lot more playable especially lower-end devices. These bugfixes apply to both 
the public and the patron versions. 
 
Your version should now be 0.9.2 (public) or 0.10.1 (patron). If you downloaded the game, 
you will need to download it again from one of our mirrors. 

Changelog 
- Added Easter egg-hunt event and an Easter Bunny Suit as a reward. 
- Added a memory management system for CGs and CharacterSprites that massively 

optimizes memory usage (from around 1.6GB to ~500MB). 
- Added autosaves to every time a mission is progressed, greatly increasing the 

consistency of autosaving. 
- Added Critical Chance stat that affects how common a critical strike is. Only party 

members have a critical chance above 0, meaning enemies can no longer perform a 
critical strike. 

- Added the ability to interact with whatever’s in front of you by tapping anywhere on the 
screen on Android. 

- Modified how CharacterSprites are rendered to optimize fps and allow for more clothing 
layers to be drawn on top of a character. 

- Modified skip to content buttons to instantly load the desired save, instead of only 
creating the new save in a confusing way. 

- Modified audio files to stay compressed on Android for more memory-saving. 
- Modified Throb to notice if you have cum on you during the conclusion scene with him in 

Jenna’s room. 
- Modified the first bar-job to remove confusing explanation about you not having a 

fuckbuck wallet. 
- Modified the first bar-job dialogue to properly describe the right table number. 



- Fixed problems with performance-chan not properly optimizing the Android device. 
- Fixed invisible easter egg in the townhall. 
- Fixed multiple softlocks that were reported to us. 
- Fixed a problem that caused all resources to load at the beginning of the game, 

crashing most Android devices. 
- Fixed multiple issues with how the DialogueUI transitions from one dialogue into 

another. 
- Fixed problem where Jenna would fade out and back in when changing expressions 

during dialogue. 
- Fixed problem where the water barrels weren’t loading properly during the Wildfire fight. 
- Fixed problem where the sound effects of the fiends at the end of the ChaseLevel would 

play at full volume regardless of the desired SFX volume. 
- Fixed a typo with a dialogue in 0.10 where a </i> was left visible. 
- Fixed problems with sorting order on sprites not being properly updated if they are 

enabled AFTER the scene loads. 
- Fixed tentacle flogger scene logic not properly having the tentacles referenced. 
- Fixed where the scene where Rida gives you weapons would constantly replay when 

loading a save in the Hub after that scene is done playing. 
- Fixed issue with the bartending images not properly displaying on some Android 

devices. 
- Fixed issue where the bartending UI wouldn’t properly fit ultrawide resolutions. 
- Fixed issue where Tiny would throw lots of errors in the console if the townhall was 

loading from a save. 
- Fixed problem where an entire dialogue was missing from the motel intro scene. 
- Fixed softlock that would occur if you tried to do bartending before the day 1 Carceburg 

intro was finished. 
- Fixed some problems with combat locking up entirely at the end of it in some cases. 


